THANK YOU

Before Movember, despite GAP 1, there was an enormous amount of duplication of effort between research labs and organizations. This means some men are not optimally treated during the course of their disease.

We’re now seeing results — with millions of dollars saved, many years of reproductive research made more efficient and new texts being developed faster.

Why focus on biomarkers as a diagnostic tool?

Biomarkers are signals that can tell us how healthy a man is. They are measured in tissues and fluids and can tell us if a man’s cancer is likely to benefit from a particular treatment.

Biomarkers are highly valuable tools to help doctors make decisions (biomarkers) and guide decisions on the best treatment for their specific type of cancer.

New biomarkers are urgently needed to better detect the presence or severity of certain diseases. They can be measured in blood, tissues, urine, and other bodily fluids.

Why focus on prostate cancer biomarkers?

Prostate cancer is the most common cancer among men. After skin cancer, it is the most common cause of cancer death in men. Prior to the Movember initiative, prostate cancer research was scattered across different laboratories around the world. Movember brought people together, got many years of unproductive research made more efficient, and new tests being developed faster.
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